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HAUS AMBERG SHEPHERDS

https://hausambergshepherds.com/

Haus Amberg Shepherds is a family-based German Shepherd kennel

HAUS AMBERG SHEPHERDSTexas, New Hampshire, California, Virginia and GermanyHaus Amberg Shepherds is a family-based kennel that breeds for the love

and preservation of the German shepherd dog (GSD). We offer show and working dogs, as well as family pets and service dogs from high-quality German

bloodlines.The Haus Amberg Shepherds team has been in the German shepherd community for over 45 years. Patrick and his wife Alishia have spent years learning

the proper methods to compassionately breed, preserve and train German shepherds. They believe it is of the utmost importance uphold this standard and spend

countless hours to achieve and maintain this standard.  Both Patrick and Alishia’s love for dogs plays a huge part in the quality of their puppies. We Are Haus

Amberg ShepherdsHere’s Why We Are SuccessfulWE LOVE WHAT WE DOOur love for the German shepherd dog has brought us to where we are today as

breeders and trainers of the beloved GSD.OUR CLIENTS MATTEROur passion for the breed is evident in the quality of our shepherds and the satisfaction of our

clients. Seven days a week, we dedicate our time to being the best breeders and providing our shepherd owners with one on one care and support.100% COMMITED

TO YOUWe spend the majority of our time at the training facility, where we train IPO (Obedience and bitework). We believe setting the proper foundation as a

puppy is crucial to the development of the dog. We are always available to our clients for any questions they may have.TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGERWe work

with the top kennels in the world, and it has allowed us to become better educated on the proper ways to breed the German shepherd dog. Patrick trains with the top

helpers in Germany to ensure that he is doing all he can to better the breed.
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